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Abstract
The mechanisms of (i) forming the photochromic color centers in fluorite crystals (“addi-
tive coloring”) and (ii) recording and transforming holograms through the use of their 
photochromism are described here. The diffusion‐drift mechanism of hologram recording 
in additively colored fluorite crystals determines the recording kinetics and properties of 
holograms. An important feature of holograms recorded in additively colored fluorite is an 
opportunity to perform the photothermal transformation of color centers under the inco-
herent optical radiation that results in nondestructive switching of the hologram between 
the amplitude, amplitude‐phase (in‐phase or counter‐phase), and phase types at a given 
readout wavelength. Possible applications of holographic elements based on the additively 
colored fluorite crystals are discussed.
Keywords: fluorite crystal, additive coloring, color center, colloids, transformation, 
holography, diffraction efficiency, kinetics, profile
1. Introduction
Holographic elements are broadly used in the laser technique for spectral narrowing, stabi-
lizing, and tuning the laser emission, phase locking in resonators, angular narrowing and 
steering the laser beams, stretching, compressing, and shaping the laser pulses, and also 
in combining laser beams. These applications impose specific requirements in holographic 
media. One of important requirements is their stability to the effects of optical radiation and 
temperature. Another useful feature is the transparency in the infrared because IR lasers are 
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widely used in the modern techniques. In this paper, a holographic medium is described that 
satisfies both these requirements: it is extremely stable and allows for reading out holograms 
in the IR up to ~10 μm. This medium is calcium fluoride crystals (CaF
2
, fluorite) with color 
centers. Color centers in fluorite are the combination of anion vacancies and electrons trapped 
by the latter; the centers exhibit the absorption bands in the visible region and, thus, color the 
crystal. To form the centers in the crystal bulk, heating the crystal in the reducing atmosphere 
of calcium vapor is used (so‐called “additive coloring” of the crystal). Color centers can also 
be created in the crystal volume under the impact of γ‐radiation or high‐energy electron 
beams; however, such coloration is less stable.
The photochromism of colored crystals that allows for their use as a holographic medium is 
due to the transformation of color centers under the illumination of the crystal in the absorption 
band of specific center at an elevated temperature.
In this paper, the technique of additive coloring of fluorite crystals is described. The types of 
color centers are discussed as well as their photochromic transformations. Special attention is 
paid to the mechanism of hologram recording because it is this mechanism that determines 
the most important features of holograms recorded in this medium. The phenomenon of self‐
organization of color centers under hologram recording is considered. In conclusion, possible 
applications of the medium are discussed.
2. Additive coloring of fluorite crystals
As mentioned above, the color centers in fluorite crystals are anion vacancies that capture 
electrons. The additive coloring procedure is executed in gas‐controlled heat pipe [1, 2]. The 
essence of heat‐pipe method that implies the use of furnace and water‐cooled refrigerator 
(Figure 1) is in the spatial separation of a buffer inert gas (He) and metal vapor due to vertically 
directed metal diffusion at the temperature gradient formed by the furnace and the refrigera-
tor. The metal vapor is condensed on the manipulator rod at a dew point temperature in a zone 
above the container with the crystal, drains to the hot zone and evaporates in it. As a result, the 
vapor‐gas mixture pressure is determined by the pressure of He that is in equilibrium with the 
metal vapor, thus being almost independent of the temperature of a sample under coloration.
The dynamic mode of the heat pipe—continuous circulation of metal vapor within it—is 
implemented at a fairly low pressure of saturating metal vapor at its freezing temperature. 
This condition is not satisfied for calcium, but is fulfilled for alkali metals. Therefore, a cal-
cium‐lithium mixture (10) is used to implement the aforementioned mode. In this case, the 
dew point is determined by lithium that dominates in the mixture composition (~99%), and 
the coloring agent is calcium vapor.
Thus, the heat‐pipe method allows one to control the calcium vapor pressure, p, and tempera-
ture, T, of the colored crystal almost independently. The ranges of the parameter magnitudes 
are as follows: p = 10-4–1 Torr, T = 730–870°C.
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About several tens of coloring procedures can be implemented, with reproducible results, 
using the same lithium‐calcium weight.
The formation of color centers under the additive coloring is related to the deviation of the 
crystal from stoichiometry. The crystal surface builds up when interacting with metal vapor 
and using anions borrowed from the crystal bulk. In other words, the anion vacancies diffuse 
into the crystal simultaneously with electrons supplied by calcium to support the charge neu-
trality of the colored sample. One should note that, at sufficiently high coloring temperature, 
the surface undergoes decomposition (erosion). During this process, the metal cations pass 
to the gas phase at a low vapor pressure and remain on the crystal surface at pressures close 
to the saturation vapor pressure. Fluorine that evolved during the surface layer decomposi-
tion recombines with anion vacancies formed as a result of the interaction with the metal 
film on the surface. Thus, from the viewpoint of crystal stoichiometry violation, these two 
reactions, namely, the surface building up and decomposition, are oppositely directed. One 
should note that, for CaF
2
 crystal, the process of building‐up the surface prevails over its 
decomposition.1
The recombination of anion vacancies and electrons diffusing into the crystal bulk produces a 
variety of color centers. The method used allows for the uniform coloring of CaF
2
 crystals of 
a large size (Figure 2).
After the furnace is switched off in the end of the coloring procedure, the crystal cools down 
to the room temperature; a minute quantity of oxygen present in helium penetrates, because 
1This is not the general case; for example, in CdF
2
 crystal that has the fluorite structure, the rates of both processes are 
comparable and the surface of additively colored crystals turns out to be greatly eroded.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the heat‐pipe system: (1) helium supply, (2) stainless steel vacuum chamber, (3) 
vacuum valve, (4) manipulator for displacing the container with a sample, (5) line to the vacuum pump, (6) water‐cooled 
refrigerator, (7) furnace, (8) container, (9) sample, and (10) metal weight.
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of absence of Ca vapor, into the surface layers of colored crystal and substitutes fluorine ions 
for the O
2
- ions with electrons borrowed from the color centers. So, the surface layers of the 
crystal become partially discolored. For hologram recording, plates of uniformly colored 
inner part should be cut out and polished.
To form color centers that consist of anion vacancies and electrons, it is necessary to use high‐
purity and high‐quality fluorite crystals. Luckily, fluorite is an important material of pho-
tolithography optics used together with excimer lasers for semiconductor chip production, 
which is why the technology of growing such crystals is well elaborated. So, such crystals are 
available and not expensive.
3. Color centers and their photothermal transformation
Color centers in fluorite crystals may be separated into three groups. “Simple” centers are 
those comprising 1–4 anion vacancies and equal number of trapped electrons (F‐, M‐, R‐, and 
N‐centers, respectively); the structure and energy levels of simple centers in fluorite crystals 
are well studied [3]. “Colloidal” centers (colloids) are the giant agglomerates of vacancies and 
electrons converted, at the coloring temperature, into the metal calcium drops less than ~50 
nm in diameter (its value depends on the coloring mode). “Quasi‐colloidal” centers occupy, 
by the number of vacancies/electrons, an intermediate position between simple and colloidal 
centers; probably, they are more or less large agglomerates of simple centers.
All centers are characterized by the specific absorption bands. The bands of simple centers 
are located in the λ < 550 nm wavelength range. The extinction of colloidal centers is well 
described by Mie theory [4–6]; the visible band of these centers is located in the 500 nm < λ < 
600 nm range depending on the coloring mode (the second band of colloidal centers is located 
at ~200 nm). There is a lot of quasi‐colloidal centers, their bands covering a wide spectral 
range, 550 nm < λ < 10 μm. The bigger the quasi‐colloidal center, the closer its absorption band 
to the band of colloids [7].
The modification of coloring conditions (calcium‐vapor pressure and temperature) determines 
the composition of color centers in the colored crystal. The higher the calcium pressure the 
larger the amount of colloidal particles formed (Figure 3); their size increases with an increase 
Figure 2. Samples of fluorite crystals 12 mm in diameter and 6 mm thick: initial (right) and additively colored (left).
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in their concentration in the colored crystal. Only a minute quantity of quasi‐colloidal centers 
arises during the coloring process because they are less stable compared to the simple and col-
loidal centers and cannot exist at the coloring temperature.
Temperature determines the coloring time, but it also plays an important role in determining 
the composition of color centers present in the crystal in another aspect. The illumination of 
crystal by radiation resonant to the absorption band of a specific center at elevated tempera-
ture results in the destruction of this center and formation of another type of centers. This 
type crucially depends on temperature. T > 300°C is favorable for the simple center formation 
because of high entropy of these centers. At T = 150–200°C, the colloidal centers arise. The 
70–150°C temperature range is favorable for the quasi‐colloidal center formation. The lower 
temperatures of this range correspond to the formation of long‐wavelength quasi‐colloids; at 
higher temperatures, the short‐wavelength quasi‐colloids arise (Figure 4).
Photochromism of color centers in additively colored CaF
2
 crystals allows for hologram 
recording on the crystals.
Figure 3. Absorption spectra of 2.4 mm‐thick CaF
2
 crystals colored at temperature T = 830°C and pressure p equal to (i) 3 × 
10-4 Torr (“weakly colored,” solid line) and (ii) 8 × 10-3 Torr (“strongly colored,” dotted line).
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4. Mechanism and kinetics of hologram recording
When recording a hologram, the crystal and optical scheme of interferometer beginning with 
the beam splitter are placed into the temperature‐controlled windowed housing equipped 
with a heater and a thermocouple. The feedback circuit of the heater power supply maintains 
a temperature in the housing of 150–200°C with an error of 0.1°C.
The specific diffusion‐drift mechanism of hologram recording in ionic crystals with color cen-
ters [8–10] results not only in the transformation of the types of centers but also in their spatial 
redistribution over the crystal bulk. This mechanism is similar to Dember effect in semicon-
ductors. If there are two carrier types with different mobilities in a semiconductor, its illumi-
nation with inhomogeneous light field results in the concentration gradient of more mobile 
carriers. The perturbation in local neutrality of the crystal forms local electric fields. Dember 
effect is responsible for the appearance of bulk charge when the mobilities of electrons and 
holes differ from one another.
A similar phenomenon occurs in ionic crystals with color centers. Two components that arise 
under the impact of light field in a crystal with color centers at elevated temperatures, i.e., 
Figure 4. Absorption spectra of samples additively colored (p = 3 × 10-4 Torr and T = 830°C) and irradiated for 30 hours 
with the high‐pressure mercury lamp (λ = 365 nm) at T = 70, 85, 125, and 160°C (solid, dotted, dashed‐dotted, and dashed 
lines, respectively).
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electrons and anion vacancies, differ greatly in mobilities. Photoionization of the centers in 
the maxima of the fringe pattern gives birth to the free electrons that diffuse towards the 
minima, where they are captured by traps (the same color centers). This process creates elec-
tric fields between the minima and maxima. Under the impact of these fields, vacancies that 
are split off the photoionized centers at the recording temperature, drift towards minima and 
recombine with electrons released from traps with the formation of new color centers. Thus, 
the holographic planes coincide with the minima of the fringe pattern. A resultant increase 
in the vacancy and electron concentrations in minima compared to their mean concentrations 
in the sample favors the formation of colloidal centers.
Generally, the hologram recording process is linked to the simple → colloidal center conversion. 
This conversion in the holographic planes and the depletion of centers between them create the 
modulation of optical constants of the crystal, i.e., forms the holographic grating. One should note 
that, actually, the conversion process passes through several stages in accord with an increase in 
the number of center components: simple centers → long‐wavelength quasi‐colloids → short-
wavelength quasi‐colloids → colloids; of course, this scheme is simplified with allowance for 
the occurrence of several kinds of simple centers and a lot of kinds of quasi‐colloidal centers.
According to the preceding section, the use of reverse colloidal → simple center process for 
hologram recording requires substantially high temperature of the crystal.
The most suitable laser wavelength for hologram recording is less than 500 nm; however, the 
radiation with λ = 532 nm is also effective though it is absorbed by both simple and colloidal 
centers (as mentioned above, the temperature range of 150–200°C is favorable for colloidal 
center formation).
One should note that the hologram recording in CaF
2
 crystals with color centers is a dynamic 
process. At the recording temperature, the thermal dissociation of color centers in the minima 
of fringe pattern occurs, thus resulting in the formation of the “counter‐flows” of electrons 
and vacancies towards the maxima of the fringe pattern. The study of ESR and dielectric 
constants of CaF
2
 crystals irradiated with electrons shows that the most stable colloidal color 
centers break up and form at temperature above 150°C [11].
Thus, the hologram decay occurs simultaneously with its recording. With a decrease and 
increase in the center concentration in the interference field maxima and minima, respec-
tively, the rates of recording and decay processes equalize, so that the diffraction efficiency 
of recorded hologram, DE, reaches saturation. As seen, such situation differs from that for 
media in which the laser radiation produces the irreversible modification (modulation) of the 
optical constants. This results in a decrease in DE, after passing a maximum, with an increase 
in exposure because of occurrence of the scattered radiation.
In Figure 5, the recording kinetics for the first diffraction order of the hologram read out at 
980 nm is presented. The readout beam was switched on, each 10 s, for 0.1 s. The absorption 
spectra of the crystal registered before and after hologram recording are shown in Figure 6.
The hologram may be considered as the phase one with only minor amplitude contribution. 
However, this is the case only at the initial stage of the formation of the holographic planes. 
Let us consider this stage in more detail.
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Figure 6. Absorption spectra of additively colored sample of CaF
2
 crystal before (solid line) and after (dotted line) 
recording the “saturated” hologram.
Figure 5. Diffraction efficiency measured at 980 nm vs. exposure time in the course of hologram recording with 532 nm 
laser emission.
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The first (small) maximum of kinetic curve is related to the local center transformation in the 
maxima of the fringe pattern. The simultaneously occurring process of center drift from 
the maxima to the minima restricts an increase in DE due to the local transformation and is the 
reason for the appearance of the first minimum (an analogous local maximum was observed 
under hologram recording in KCl crystals with color centers [12]). At this point, the amount 
of anion vacancies/electrons is a bit larger in the minima of the fringe pattern; however, this 
increase is compensated by center transformation in the maxima.
A subsequent increase in the center concentration in the minima implies DE to increase up to 
the second maximum. The time (exposure) at which this maximum is reached corresponds to 
the completion of holographic plane formation.
To explain the existence of two very pronounced minima at the kinetic curve, it is neces-
sary to assume that the minima are connected to the process of center transformation in 
the holographic planes. Probably, there is a variety of color center types in the formatted 
holographic planes; however, the distribution of these types varies with time (exposure) in 
accord with a scheme as follows: simple → long‐wavelength quasi‐colloidal → short‐wave-
length quasi‐colloidal → colloidal centers. In the process of this conversion, the mass center 
of the absorption bands crosses twice the readout wavelength when moving to the larger 
wavelengths and backward. The points of these crossing correspond, according to Kramers‐
Kronig relation
  δn( ν 
1
  ) =   c 0  ___ 
2  π 2   ∫ 
0
 
∞
   δα(ν ) dν _______
 ν 2 −  ν 
1
 2 
 (1)
(where c
0
 is the light speed in vacuum, δn(ν) and δα(ν) are the modulations of the refractive 
index and absorption coefficient, respectively), to the second and the third minima. In these 
points, the hologram is a purely amplitude one.
One should note that the above scheme of center transformation shows only a general 
trend rather than the details of this process. Actually, there are several types of color 
centers/electron traps in the holographic planes. Electrons released from these traps and 
anion vacancies recombine with both the formation of F‐centers and complication of the 
existing center structures. The recombination can occur on the colloidal centers with an 
increase in their size. Simultaneously, the colloidal centers decay with the formation of 
quasi‐colloidal, in particular, short‐wavelength quasi‐colloidal centers, that absorb at the 
readout wavelength. This consideration explains the amplitude nature of the hologram in 
the second minimum.
When passing the third maximum, the hologram has the amplitude‐phase nature. At the third 
minimum, the hologram becomes the amplitude one again because of overlapping the readout 
wavelength with the quasi‐colloidal absorption bands.
After passing the third minimum, the hologram is gradually converted from the amplitude‐
phase into the predominantly phase one and its DE increases. Some decrease in DE after 
~80000 seconds down to a certain saturation value is connected to the short‐wavelength 
quasi‐colloid → colloid transformation (moving away the absorption band from the readout 
wavelength).
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5. Hologram profile
Due to the diffusion‐drift recording mechanism, the hologram profile does not reproduce 
the sinusoidal distribution of light intensity in the fringe pattern. The flows of electrons and 
vacancies off their maxima to minima result in the compression of holographic planes. As a 
result, several diffraction orders are observed. Below, the profile of a hologram recorded by 
532 nm laser with a moderate DE of ~10% in the first order (the readout wavelength being the 
same) is discussed [13].
Figure 7 shows images of the 15 × 15 μm2 area of this sample obtained using the confocal laser 
scanning microscope (LSM) in (i) the light of the crystal luminescence excited by argon ion 
laser operating at 514.5 nm and (ii) the transmitted excitation light. The luminescence is due 
to M and MA+ color centers (the MA+-center is the M‐center in which the Na+ ion present in the crystal as a trace impurity is incorporated). The transversal profiles of the grating obtained 
from the images shown in Figure 7 are presented in Figure 8. The transmittance profile is close 
to the sine curve, whereas the luminescence profile deviates substantially from this shape.
Figure 7. Images of the 15 μm × 15 μm area of the sample with a holographic grating obtained using confocal LSM: (a) 
in the light of the crystal luminescence excited by an argon ion laser operating at 514.5 nm and (b) in the transmitted 
excitation light.
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Due to spatial filtering of optical signals with the pinhole diaphragm, confocal microscopy 
provides enhanced selectivity and contrast of fluorescent and reflection images: only light 
emitted (or scattered) within a tiny focal volume is collected at the photodetector. 3D images 
are constructed of “optical slices” obtained by layer‐by‐layer scanning of an object at different 
focal positions. Contrastingly, the transmitted‐light images of the same thin layers include 
signal coming from the light cone passing through entire thickness of the sample, and the 
major contribution to the resulting picture is given by a number of defocused images of holo-
gram sections. Summation of such patterns results in a nearly sinusoidal distribution, even if 
the original grating consisted of sharp thin lines.
Higher diffraction orders of a volume holographic grating observed at the Bragg angles θ
m
 
corresponding to spatial frequencies K
m
 = 2πm/d, where d is the spatial period of the pattern, 
imply its nonsinusoidal shape. In order to reconstruct the spatial dependences of the refrac-
tive index n(x) and absorption coefficient α(x) of the grating (spatial profiles), we apply partial 
Figure 8. Transversal profiles of the grating obtained from the images shown in Figure 7: the transmittance profile 
(squares) and its sine‐approximation (dashed curve); the luminescence profile (circles) and its best fit with the sum of 
the first three harmonic components, the amplitude ratio being 100:50:19 (solid curve).
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Fourier series with harmonic coefficients δn
m
 and δα
m
 obtained from measured angular depen-
dences of diffraction efficiencies for respective orders and alternating signs by analogy with 
Fourier expansion of the truncated cosine function:
  δn(x ) =  ∑ m 
 
   (− 1 ) m+1  δ  n m cos  ( 2πmx _d ) , (2)
  δα(x ) =  ∑ m 
 
   (− 1 ) m+1  δ  α m cos  ( 2πmx _d ) (3)
Here, x is the spatial coordinate along the grating vector K.
To determine the values of harmonic components, the angular dependences of the hologram 
response for three (most intense) diffraction orders can be used. The angular dependences of 
the zeroth and ±1st diffraction orders read out at λ = 532 nm are symmetric with respect to the 
normal incidence as well as those of the higher diffraction orders (Figure 9).
Using a criterion given in Refs. [14, 15], namely, that of the effectively equal values of diffrac-
tion efficiencies in the +1 and ‐1 diffraction orders, one can conclude that the hologram has 
Figure 9. Angular dependences of the zeroth and ±1 diffraction orders for the grating when read out at 532 nm. Circles 
(η
0
) and squares (η±1) are referred to the experimental data; dashed, and solid curves correspond to the theoretical approximation using Eqs. (5) and (4), respectively.
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an amplitude‐phase nature with the amplitude and refractive index gratings being in phase. 
Therefore, to fit the experimental angular dependences, the following expressions can be used 
for the angular dependences of the diffraction efficiencies η
m
, η
0
 in the mth (m ≠ 0) and zero 
orders.
  η m (θ ) = 2 exp  ( −  
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0
  t
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(5)
Here α
0
 = 3.29 cm-1 is the mean absorption coefficient of the crystal at readout wavelength, n
0
 = 
1.43 is its mean refractive index, t is the thickness of the grating in n
m
, and α
m
 are the modula-
tion amplitudes of the mth harmonics of the refractive index and absorption coefficients, κ
1
 = 
πn
m
/λ, κ
2
 = α
m
/2,
  ϑ =  4π  n 0  sin  θ m  _________λ (sin θ − sin  θ m  ) , (6)
  z 
0
  =  [ ( ϑ 2 + 4( κ 1 2 −  κ 2 2  ) ) 2 +  (8  κ 1   κ 2  ) 2 ] 
1/2
 , (7)
  ψ 
0
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  _____________ z 
0
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Modulation amplitudes for the mth harmonics of the absorption coefficient and refractive 
index found as the fit parameters are shown in Table 1.
Using data given in the second and third columns of Table 1, one may determine the ratios 
of amplitudes for the first three harmonic components of the hologram. These ratios are 
100:58:22 and 100:42:14 for the absorption coefficient and refractive index, respectively. A dif-
ference between the ratios is probably caused by the presence of several types of color centers 
in the crystal and disproportionality of the spatial distributions of different type centers along 
the grating vector. Accordingly, the relative magnitudes of modulation amplitudes of the 
absorption coefficient and refractive index for different spatial harmonics appear to be similar 
but unequal.
Harmonic number Modulation amplitude of the absorption 
coefficient, δα
m
 (cm-1)
Modulation amplitude of the 
refractive index, δn
m
1 2.13 2.6 × 10-5
2 1.24 1.1 × 10-5
3 0.47 0.36 × 10-5
Table 1. Grating parameters.
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The hologram profile determined from the luminescence measurements (i.e., the spatial 
distribution of luminescent color centers) is adequately described by the sum of three har-
monic components (amplitude ratio 100:50:19, Figure 8). This ratio does not differ strongly 
from the harmonics ratio for the absorption profile 100:58:22 that follows from the angu-
lar dependences of diffraction efficiency and represents the spatial distribution of all color 
centers forming the grating. This confirms that both the spatial profiles reconstructed from 
holographic and microscopic measurements are determined by the same spatial distribution 
of color centers.
The modulation amplitude of absorption coefficient found from the analysis of angular 
dependences shows that the concentration of colored centers between the holographic planes 
is small as compared to the average absorption of the crystal with the hologram. At the satura-
tion value of DE, this concentration does not exceed several percents of the total amount of the 
centers. The overwhelming majority of color centers present in the crystal with hologram are 
located in the holographic planes.
6. Hologram convertibility under the photothermal treatment using the 
incoherent radiation
The small amount of color centers (electron traps) between the holographic planes is a prem-
ise for the hologram stability with respect to the optical radiation and temperature. When the 
crystal with hologram is illuminated by incoherent radiation, most of the photoionized elec-
trons arising in the holographic planes cannot be captured by these centers and be localized 
between the holographic planes. They return to the planes under the effect of electric field 
generated by their removal from centers subjected to the ionization. However, if the optical 
radiation is resonant with respect to the color centers dominating in the planes, the recom-
bination of returning electrons with photoionized centers results in the formation of other 
centers, the type of these centers depending on the crystal temperature. This process opens 
up a unique possibility for the hologram reconstruction with the incoherent radiation [16, 17].
In Figure 10, the absorption spectra of additively colored CaF
2
 crystal and sample cut of this 
crystal with hologram (Hologram 1) are shown. One may see that hologram recording leads 
to increased absorption of colloidal centers (the shoulder at ~600 nm) at the expense of simple 
centers. This sample was subjected to the series of successive photothermal transformations 
that converted Hologram 1 to Holograms 2–5 (Table 2). The spectra of the samples with these 
holograms are shown in Figure 11. All holograms were read out using the DPSS laser (532 nm), 
and Holograms 2–5 were also read out with diode Thorlabs S3FC1550 laser (1.55 μm). The 
types of holograms and their DE values are shown in Table 2.
As seen (Figure 12), noticeable narrowing of the profile of the treated holograms and an 
accompanying increase in the intensity of the higher diffraction orders occur.
These facts can be explained by spatial redistribution of various center types in Hologram 1. 
The highly aggregated color centers are located predominantly in the immediate vicinity of the 
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Figure 10. Absorption spectra of CaF
2
 sample with color centers before (solid line) and after (dotted line) recording 
Hologram 1.
Stage of 
treatment
Hologram 
number
T (°C) Impact λ 
(μm)
Impact 
time (h)
Exposure 
(kJ cm−2)
Hologram 
type at 532 nm 
readout
+1st order 
DE at 532 nm 
readout
Hologram 
type at 1.55 
μm readout
+1st order 
DE at 1.55 
μm readout
Hologram 
recording
1 - - - Amplitude‐
phase 
(in-phase)
7.8 Not 
measured
-
(1) 2 82 0.365 36.8 10 Phase 26.0 Amplitude‐
phase 
(antiphase)
6.0
(2) 3 202
190
-
>1
84.4
24.4
-
1
-
Amplitude‐
phase 
(antiphase)
-
12.0
-
Amplitude‐
phase 
(in-phase)
-
29.0
(3) 4 186 0.578 49.3 10 Amplitude‐
phase 
(in-phase)
6.5 Phase 4.2
(4) 5 193 0.365 6.0 1 Amplitude 14.1 Phase 14.2
Table 2. Sample treatment parameters and hologram characteristics.
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Figure 11. Absorption spectra of samples with Holograms 2–5 (a) and Hologram 2 in the extended wavelength range (b).
Figure 12. Refractive index profiles of Hologram 1 (dotted line), Hologram 2 (solid line), and Hologram 3 (dashed line) 
as reconstructed from the angular dependences of the diffraction response at 532 nm. The half‐widths of the profiles are 
1.00 μm (Hologram 1), 0.65 μm (Hologram 2), and 0.70 μm (Hologram 3).
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fringe pattern minima, where the density of vacancies/electrons is relatively high, whereas the 
peripheral areas of these minima contain mainly simple centers. During Stage (1), the 365 nm 
radiation effectively destroys the simple centers because all of them have the absorption bands 
located near this wavelength. However, this radiation just weakly affects the highly aggre-
gated centers. Electrons arising under the photoionization of simple centers move towards the 
central areas of holographic planes, where the concentration of color centers (traps) is higher 
than that at the peripheral areas and localize there generating an electric field that attracts 
vacancies. This increases somewhat the center concentration in the central areas and forms 
the quasi‐colloidal centers stable at temperature of about 80°C. This results in narrowing the 
Hologram 2 profile that becomes more meander‐like. As shown in Figure 11, the transforma-
tion of the long‐wavelength quasi‐colloidal centers into the predominantly short‐wavelength 
quasi‐colloidal and colloidal ones does not result in a noticeable change of the profile. It should 
be noted that, at elevated temperatures, the color centers of various types are in equilibrium 
with each other. The equilibrium state can shift toward a certain type of color centers depend-
ing on temperature and, on illuminating the sample, on the wavelength and intensity of the 
light. At Stages (1) and (2), both heating and the illumination play the same role in facilitat-
ing the concentration of the centers and their transforming into the long‐wavelength quasi‐
colloidal centers during Stage (1) and into the short‐wavelength and colloidal centers during 
Stage (2); this is the reason for narrowing the profiles of Holograms 2 and 3. During Stage (3), 
in contrast, these factors act in the opposite directions. The temperature of 186°C favors the 
colloidal center formation; however, the 578 nm radiation destroys them, as well as the short‐
wavelength quasi‐colloidal centers present in Hologram 3, thus hindering the accumulation of 
color centers, which results in some broadening the Hologram 4 profile.
The sample with the hologram under above transformations was maintained at 80–190°C for 
more than 8 days and ~2/3 of this period the sample was under the impact of actinic radiation 
with the total exposure of 22 kJ cm-2. Such treatment does not result in the hologram erasure. It 
should be noted that (i) the absorption spectrum of the sample with Hologram 4 thus treated 
practically coincides with the spectrum of the initial sample and (ii) DE of the hologram is 
reduced only by ~1.3% as compared to that of Hologram 1 (it should be taken into account 
that these two holograms are similar but not wholly identical). As seen, one can state an 
extremely high stability of holograms in this medium with respect to the optical radiation 
and temperature.
The read out of Hologram 5 with 532 nm laser shows the equality of intensities of dif-
fracted and transmitted radiation (Borrmann effect) due to a large absorption at the readout 
wavelength.
The above considerations allow for managing the hologram type (amplitude‐phase, mostly 
amplitude, or mostly phase one), characteristics, and diffraction efficiency. Such changes 
can be implemented throughout the visible and IR spectral ranges up to the CaF
2
 transpar-
ency limit (10 μm). It should be noted that Figure 11 shows only the examples of center‐type 
transformation. Actually, one can perform the finer “tuning” of the center type by modifying 
the wavelength of incoherent radiation and temperature. The other ruling parameter is the 
concentration of color centers in the crystal (the additive coloring mode).
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7. Self-organization of color centers in the course of hologram recording
The investigation of weakly colored samples with holograms recorded under various power 
densities of laser radiation, exposure, temperature, and grating period revealed structuring the 
holographic planes with an increase in the colloidal center concentration: the holographic planes 
became thinner and were pierced by fragmentary spiral‐like bundles that consisted of colloids.
Figure 13 shows the 3D view of such hologram composed with the confocal LSM. One may 
conclude that, under hologram recording, (i) the above self‐organization of color centers took 
place and (ii) the colloidal centers played an important role in this process [18, 19].
The colloidal particles can be considered as the second phase inclusions in the fluorite lattice. 
It should be noted that, though metallic calcium and fluorite have the same Bravais lattice and 
mismatch of their lattice parameter, a, is very small (aCa = 0.556 nm, aCaF2 = 0.545 nm), the mutual orientation of the matrix and colloids is not expected to be cube‐on‐cube [5]. Thus, the col-
loidal centers disturb the fluorite lattice. This disturbance displays itself in broadening the 
absorption bands with the growth of the colloid content.
It was stated above that the color centers including colloids both form and decay in the hologram 
recording process. So, recording a hologram on the CaF
2
 crystals with color centers is accompa-
nied by continuous phase transitions.
Figure 13. 3D LSM image of the sample with bundles in the holographic planes seen in the reflected light of 405 nm laser.
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The internal self‐consistency (self‐organization) arises in complex systems due to the interaction 
of various subsystems [20]. Their interaction is the most effective near the phase transition; when 
a subsystem that experiences the transition becomes soft and weak, an external perturbation can 
cause the strong modification of the subsystem state and, in particular, its order parameter. In 
the case under consideration, such perturbations could be the fluctuations of concentrations of 
simple centers, vacancies, and electrons. These fluctuations could, in turn, trigger the formation 
of large‐scale stable spatially inhomogeneous states in the subsystem of colloidal centers located 
in the holographic planes. Such states are bundles. The bundles arise in the recording conditions 
and turn out to be frozen on cooling the crystal after finishing the recording process.
The bundle formation is probably governed by (i) bi‐directional “compression” of holo-
graphic planes by vacancy flows emanating from the neighboring fringe pattern maxima (the 
bundle thickness is about the thickness of the holographic planes) and (ii) the direction of the 
Poynting vector of the interference field that determines successive recording of the hologram 
deeply into the sample (the bundle orientation coincides with this direction).
Within the framework of the synergetic theory [20], a CaF
2
 crystal in the process of hologram 
recording may be considered as an open system that is in the heat exchange with a heat source 
having temperature of 150–200°C. From this standpoint, the formation of bundles (dissipative 
structures) is the result of importing the negative entropy into the crystal.
At some colloid content, the bundles become continuous and correlated with each other, thus 
forming the 2D superlattice of a symmetry very close to cmm plane symmetry group [21] with 
the lattice parameters as follows: a is the doubled period of the hologram and b is a separa-
tion between the neighboring bundles along the holographic plane (Figure 14). For the sample 
shown in Figure 13, a = 9 μm and b ≈ 4.2 μm. Under further increase in the colloid concentration, 
however, the correlation between bundles breaks and they tear off.
Figure 14. Absorption image of a hologram with 2D superlattice in one of orthogonal projections resulted from 
postprocessed series of their optical slices recorded using LSM at 405 nm (a). The schematic drawing of hologram (b); an 
arrow indicates the projection shown in (a). The green rectangle in (a) shows the superlattice elementary cell.
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Earlier, the colloid cubic superlattice with the lattice parameter of ~20 nm was observed on the 
surface of electron‐irradiated crystals (see [22] and references therein).
8. Possible applications of the holograms
The main characteristic features of holograms on CaF
2
 crystals with color centers are as follows: (1) 
the opportunity of preparing thick holograms with high angular and spectral selectivities, (2) an 
extremely high hologram stability with respect to the effects of optical radiation and temperature, 
and (3) an opportunity to transform the composition of color centers forming the holographic 
grating via the postexposition photothermal treatment, i.e., to change the type of hologram at the 
desired readout wavelength. The volume holographic elements with such features and spatial 
resolution of about 5000 lines mm−1 and more can be useful for solving many problems. Below, 
two possible applications of such elements are discussed.
8.1. Plane angle measure
A conventional plane‐angle measure is a regular polyhedral‐fused silica prism, whose angles 
are set by normals to its faces. Each normal is implemented physically by the autocollimator axis 
when the cross hairs in its focal plane are aligned with the image arising as a result of collimated 
beam reflection from the prism face. The angle between two normals is reproduced by rotating 
the prism around an axis perpendicular to the autocollimator measuring plane. Thus, the set of 
angles stored by the prism is determined by the mutual positions of its faces and is reproduced 
using the light beam reflected from them and sample rotation. The prism reproduces angles 
with effective values close to m(360/n)°, where n is the number of lateral faces and m = 1, 2, …, n 
– 1 (actually, n ≤ 72). Such a fused silica prism has drawbacks as follows: a large weight and size 
(1.2 kg and more, dimensions 170 × 20 mm and more); the discreteness of the formed plane angle 
circular scale that is limited by the number of faces (up to 36 faces); a low production efficiency 
(the prism preparation is, in principle, the custom‐made, time‐consuming process); and the haz-
ard of spontaneous sharp changes, when storing, in the optical and geometric characteristics 
(so‐called devitrification).
A new multivalued plane‐angle measure based on the holographic principle that has a number 
of significant advantages over the fused silica prism was proposed [23–26].
This element (referred to below as sample) is a parallelepiped made of a photochromic CaF
2
 
crystal in which a system of superimposed holograms is recorded. Their mutual spatial posi-
tions form a set of angles (the multivalued holographic measure) stored by this element. The 
exposure of this sample to a reference laser beam induces a response in the form of several dif-
fracted beams. Depending on the recording method, they arise successively or simultaneously 
upon rotating the sample and cover a limited range of angles; these beams are recorded by 
photoelectric detector. The rotation of the sample makes it possible to form a full angular scale.
Angles between directions set by the holograms are the functional analogs of angles between 
the fused silica prism normals. Hence, this element can be referred to as a holographic prism, 
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HP. For this prism, an angle between holograms forming it can be fairly small (of the order of 
an arc minute). This circumstance provides a high discreteness of the realized circular scale 
and, correspondingly, high accuracy of angular measurements.
A holographic prism, as noted above, can be implemented in two modifications, I and II, that 
produce the set of angles. For modification I, the temperature‐controlled housing with a sample 
is mounted on the rotation table, their rotation axes coinciding. The interfering beams are in 
the plane parallel to the table. After recording the first hologram, the sample is turned by the 
assigned angle to record the next hologram, and so on. Several superimposed holograms form 
HP‐I. Then, the sample is mounted on the rotation stage and the diffraction responses of the 
holograms appear successively when rotating the table (Figure 15) [23]. The half width of angu-
lar selectivity profile of a 14 × 8.5 × 7.7 mm sample with the hologram thickness of 8.5 mm is 1.8′.
To record an HP‐II, one should use an interferometer wherein the coherent beams cross 
each other at an angle of 90°. A sample is installed in their interference region on the table 
of the rotational device. The first beam is aligned with the device axis, whereas the second 
one, as indicated above, is perpendicular to the first beam. The system of holograms form-
ing HP‐II is recorded successively, and the crystal is rotated by a specified angle after each 
recording cycle. Holograms thus recorded can be reconstructed simultaneously by the same 
reference beam that has a direction the same as the first recording beam. The diffracted (signal) 
beams are oriented perpendicularly to the reference beam. Angles between the beams are 
the angles of crystal rotation in the course of prism recording. This method for recording 
the imposed holograms can be used to implement on condition that they are recorded and 
reconstructed by radiation with the same wavelength, so that the angle of beam convergence 
specified at recording is exactly reproduced during the reconstruction. The fan of diffracted 
beams emitted by HP‐II and the reference beam are shown in Figure 16 [25]. Holograms 
were reconstructed with the reference beam of ~1 mm in diameter that is much smaller than 
the hologram diameter (~8 mm); so, the diffracted beams formed extended enough lines on 
the screen.
Figure 15. General view (a) and top view (b) of HP‐I holographic prism: (1) is the reference laser, (2) is the incident beam, (3) 
is the holographic prism, (4) is the rotation stage, (5) is the diffracted beam, and (6) is the photodetector.
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The uniquely small mass and dimensional characteristics of this angular measure (10 g and 
0.5–1 cm3, respectively) make it possible to use such HP as a basis for developing devices for 
measuring/setting rotation angles that will combine two antinomic requirements such as the 
mobility and high accuracy of angular measurements (see [25] for details).
8.2. Volume holographic elements for mid-IR spectral range
The specific features of holograms listed above allow for taking the holographic elements 
based on additively colored CaF
2
 crystals to be quite promising as the transmission and reflec-
tion filters in the mid‐IR spectral range. Below, the expected characteristics of holographic 
filters based on CaF
2
 crystals with photothermally transformed holograms are discussed.
The absorption spectrum of CaF
2
 crystal after special photothermal treatment is shown in 
Figure 17. An absorption band attributed to the short‐wavelength quasi‐colloidal centers 
(λmax ≅ 2 μm) is present in the spectrum.
Under suggestions that (a) the absorption spectrum of the sample with a hologram is similar 
to that shown in Figure 17, (b) the holographic grating plane width is about 0.2 of the grating 
period d (e.g., 1 μm width at 4.5 μm period [13]), and (c) ~90% of color centers are located 
within the holographic planes (and, hence, the same fraction of the sample absorption origi-
nates from the planes), it is possible to estimate the expected characteristics of transmission 
and reflection holograms read out with 3.5 μm radiation.
The absorption spectrum shown in Figure 17 ensures recording of efficient transmission and 
reflection holograms in the crystal samples of several millimeters thick. When neglecting the 
Figure 16. Fan of diffracted beams emerging from HP‐II.
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absorption of readout radiation, it is possible to use the Kogelnik theory to calculate the phase 
hologram parameters [27].
According to suggestions (b) and (c), the spectral dependence of the modulation amplitude of 
the absorption coefficient δα(ν) of the crystal with a hologram can be calculated by multiplica-
tion of the absorption spectrum shown in Figure 17 by coefficient such as (4.5 μm/1 μm) × 0.9. 
Kramers‐Kronig relation (1) allows the estimation of the corresponding spectral dependence 
of the modulation amplitude of the refractive index δn(ν) shown in Figure 18.
The modulation amplitude of the refractive index δn at the readout wavelength λ = 3.5 μm 
equals to 6.82 × 10-4. The hologram thickness T is determined by the phase incursion ν
t
 = π/2 
that provides the 100% diffraction efficiency of the phase hologram. To calculate the optimum 
thickness of the hologram, an expression can be used as follows:
  T =  ν 
t
  λ cos  θ 
0
  / πδn, (9)
where θ
0
 is the Bragg angle for the readout radiation inside the holographic medium (θ
0
 = 15° 
for the grating period d = 4.5 μm). The thickness of a hologram with the above parameters 
equals to 2.45 mm.
Figure 17. Absorption spectrum of the photothermally treated sample.
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It should be noted that the nonsinusoidal nature of the hologram profile in this crystal results 
in the appearance of several diffraction orders from the recorded hologram (the diffraction 
from several spatial harmonic components). The fraction of the first diffraction order that 
can be used for holographic filtering at the Bragg angle is about 65% of the total diffraction 
efficiency of the hologram [13].
The spectral selectivity of the transmission hologram, δλ, can be approximately calculated 
using an equation as follows:
  δλ ≈  λdctg  θ 0  _______
T
 (10)
At the above values of grating parameters, δλ = 24 nm.
Angular selectivity of the hologram δθ is given by
  δθ = λ  ξ 
t
  /  ( 2πnT sin  θ 0 ) , (11)
where n = 1.43 is the refraction index of CaF
2
 crystal at the readout wavelength. The misalignment 
parameter ξ
t
 is proportional to the deviation of the readout angle (in the medium) from θ
0
. The 
ξ
t
 value of ∼2.7 corresponds to DE equal to zero. Under these conditions, the angular selectivity 
equals to 0.13° according to Eq. (11).
Figure 18. Spectral dependence of the modulation amplitude of the refractive index for a crystal with the hologram.
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When using the sample with hologram as a reflection‐type filter, the wavelengths of record-
ing (λ
rec
) and reflected (λread) radiations are different but connected—according to the Bragg condition—via the hologram period d:
  d =   λ rec  _______ 
2 sin  θ 
rec
 
 =   λ read  _______ 
2 sin  θ read (12)
For the actual case θread = 90° at λread = 3.5 μm, the period of reflection grating d equals to 1.22 μm.
Recording of the reflection hologram readout with 3.5 μm radiation can be executed with the 
532 nm radiation in the symmetric transmission scheme with the 2θ
rec
 = 25.2° angle between 
the recording beams (Figure 19).
The assumption that relation between grating period and holographic plane thickness is the 
same for both transmission and reflection grating allows using the same δn(ν) dependence 
(Figure 18) to calculate the phase incursion for the reflection hologram.
The DE of the reflection hologram increases with an increase in the phase incursion, ν
r
:
  η = t h 2 ( ν r ) , (13)
Figure 19. The scheme of recording/readout the reflection hologram. W
1
 and W
2
 are the recording beams, R and S are 
readout and diffracted beams, respectively, K = 2π/d is the grating vector.
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where  ν 
r
  =  πΔnT ______ λ sin  θ 
0
 . For δn = 6.82 × 10-4, the thickness of a hologram with DE = 100% equals to 6 mm. Absorption in such sample does not exceed 3%.
The spectral and angular selectivity of the reflection hologram can be expressed through the 
misalignment parameter ξ
r
. The ξ
r
 value of 3.5 corresponds to the deviation of pitch angle θ
0
 
from its magnitude of 90°; at the latter, DE ≅ 0 and the ξ
r
 parameter and the spectral selectivity 
are connected through a relation as follows:
  δλ = −   ξ r   λ 
2 
 __________ 
 ( 2πnT sin  θ 0 ) 
(14)
At the above ξ
r
 value, the spectral |δλ| and angular δϕ selectivities are equal to 1.3 nm and 
0.02°, respectively.
These estimates demonstrate the possibility of using the holographic elements based on CaF
2
 
crystals with color centers as the volume narrow‐band transmission and reflection filters for 
the mid‐IR spectral range.
9. Conclusions
The fluorite crystal with color centers is a promising holographic medium. The technology of its 
preparation allows for producing reproducibly large‐size samples and enables the modification 
of color center concentration in a wide range. There exists the set of color centers whose absorp-
tion bands overlap with each other, thus covering the entire transparency region of fluorite. The 
photochromism of color centers enables hologram recording in the fluorite crystals. The diffu-
sion‐drift mechanism of recording that causes not only the color center transformation but also 
their redistribution over the crystal bulk determines the holographic features of this medium 
such as (i) the nonsinusoidal hologram profile, (ii) a high hologram stability with respect to tem-
perature and optical radiation, and (iii) an opportunity to change the type of readout hologram 
(amplitude, amplitude‐phase, or phase) using postexposure incoherent radiation. The highly 
stable volume holograms with high angular and spectral selectivities can be used as metrological 
elements and narrow‐band transmission and reflection filters for the mid‐IR spectral range.
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